Transcription
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2eSObPEDRc

Hello, there! Yesterday, it was the hottest day of October on record,
twenty-nine point nine degrees was our high. Still a lot of warm, still a lot of
sunny weather around in the forecast today and a lot of dry weather as well that
is in England and Wales.
However, in the northern England, the weather is changing through the
coming hours. Skies clouding over outbreaks of rain cooler here today,
But south of here for parts of the Midlands into Lincolnshire for East
Anglia, many southern counties of England have a beautiful afternoon to come.
Right along the coast is always going to be cooler and fresher as the
breeze starts to develop. So, if inland temperatures in the mid to high twenties
are too much for you, the seaside is certainly a more refreshing place to go.
Southern Wales holding onto that warmth but North Wales, into
northwest England, is where the cloud invades the Northern Ireland. Over
western Scotland after a cloudy damp start the skies promising to brighten as
we head through the afternoon. Over many central and eastern areas of
Scotland we will stick with the pretty cloudy skies and outbreaks of rain on and
off through the afternoon.
Now is where the rest of the day we will see more rain arriving through
northern England and Wales is heavy at times to the southeast. Of here, it
marks that barrier of hot dry and sunny cooler cloudy and damp. Now overnight
this weather front sits through northern England and Wales the rain on, it will
ease it always remains pretty cloudy though and again it may raise our dividing
line south. Of here, a mild night come north of here slightly fresher. You can see
a tinge of white just through the Irish Sea for many a bit of a mist, a bit of a
murk start. And for Monday onwards, we start to have this transition in our
weather back to something a little more autumnal, a little more cloudy but more
rain in the forecast; and it comes into the Northwest through Monday morning
northwestern areas of Scotland, western areas of Northern Ireland cloudy and
wet, often windy gusts of 50 miles an hour. At times perhaps that rain continues
to push into northern England and Wales, but further south we stick with that
warm and sunny weather, but slowly. Surely, the sunshine will go turning cooler
with rain later this week.

